Module Overview

About Us

Our PROVYS Media module can precisely organize and control
all your media workflows in your company.

We build and maintain software products and services,
and support our partners and clients in broadcasting and
non-linear media. We create long-term relationships with our
clients, business partners and professionals. We deem the
relationships with our clients to be of the highest value as our
mission is to provide “Efficiency with a human face”, through
predictability, professionalism, and open communication.
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First of all, the PROVYS Media module offers a highly
customizable metadata model and allows you to track all
necessary information such as:
〉〉 title description
〉〉 material description (including physical and digital media)
〉〉 language versions
〉〉 compliance
〉〉 used music & royalties
In addition to the set of standard content management
functions, we present a built-in workflow engine that designs
and executes the media manipulation and archive processes.
Integration with various 3rd parties enables you to have full
control over:
〉〉 storage
〉〉 ingest
〉〉 quality control
〉〉 movement & transcoding
〉〉 material description
〉〉 post-production
We know that the main advantage of the PROVYS Media module
is in its seamless integration with other PROVYS modules.
Because this tight integration brings office and technology
workflows together. You can support your scheduling with
media information. On the other hand, the media workflow can
be triggered by an event in another module.
PROVYS Media is a great choice especially if you already
have the PROVYS solution and look for some media asset
management tool.

We are a highly motivated team of professional software
developers, consultants and technicians dedicated to improving
broadcast operations. Our specialists provide PROVYS products
and expertise based on many years of experience working
on projects to meet customer requirements. We also offer
consultancy services to optimize your workflow processes
during the analytical stage of the project.

“The MAM that keeps the
broadcast family in order.”
Martin Rejchrt
Senior Consultant, PROVYS

We always say PROVYS is an All-in-One Solution. It is one
system working in one database that can cover all your needs
when managing your TV channels. But it is a modular solution.
Every customer is unique and we prefer to deploy a solution
that corresponds to your current needs. That is the main reason
we introduce six modules that are present in the PROVYS
All-In-One Solution.
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Experts in

software solutions & services
for media

Media
Extensive Metadata Model
Self-contained Workflow Engine
Versatile Media Layer

Manage your media workflows!

Material Description via Low-res preview
Edit Decision List
Workflow definition

Media

